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Problem Statement

Results & Conclusions

In real-time applications, soft shadows have to be computed very e�ci-
ently. In scenes with dynamic geometry or moving light sources, this is a 
signi�cant challenge and an area of ongoing research. Using global illumi-
nation methods for general geometry would be either too slow or too in-
accurate to solve this problem.  In the special case of height �eld geomet-
ry, simplifying assumptions can be made that result in increased e�cien-
cy to allow real-time soft shadows from dynamic height �eld geometry.

Contributions
Our methods extends an existing method by Snyder et al. [SN08] for soft shadows in 
height �elds from environment lighting with two main contributions:
• Self-Visibility: An efficient method to compute the visibility  of the spherical local  
 light sources at each receiver point on the height-field
•   Incident Radiance: A method to compute the unshadowed  incident radiance   
 from spherical local light sources at each  receiver point  on the height-�eld

Soft Shadows from Local Lights
To shade a receiver point we need to integrate the pro-
duct of three functions over the hemisphere around the 
receiver point: the visibility function, the BRDF and 
the incident radiance, each represented in the Spheri-
cal Harmonics (SH) basis.
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The horizion for a receiver point is approximated by 
sampling height di�erences between the sample- and 
the receiver point in a radial grid around the receiver 
point. Sample density decreases with distance from the 
receiver point and a multi-resolution pyramid of the 
height �eld is used to used to sample from pre-�ltered 
versions of the height �eld where the sample density is 
lower. Samples with a distance larger than the local 
light source are discarded..

The di�use re�ectance at a receiver 
point is computed using the clamped 
cosine around the normal. The projec-
tion to the SH basis is done through 
Zonal Harmonics rotations.

The incident radiance at the re-
ceiver point is approximated by 
projecting the light source onto 
the unit sphere, centered 
around the receiver point. 
Again, the SH projection is done 
through Zonal Harmonics rota-
tions.

Here we show di�erent scenes and lighting con�gurations including 
three local lights and an environment light. The scenes and the lights are 
fully dynamic. We have two main parameters: level step ls, which adds 
additional levels into the multi-resolution pyramid, and the radial samp-
ling density nφ, which determines the number of directions in the radial 
grid. Real-time frame rates for soft shadows from up to three local light 
sources and an environment light source were achieved on consumer 
graphics hardware. 

[SN08] Fast soft self-shadowing on dynamic height �elds. Computer Gra-
phics Forum: Eurographics Symposium on Rendering, June 2008.
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To avoid the costly projection to 
the Spherical Harmonics (SH) 
basis, the SH projection of the 
horizon is composed by adding 
several precomputed 'visibility 
wedges' that have been pre-
projected to the SH basis.

Increasing the level step ls and the number of partial swaths nφ results in smoother shadows.  
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